
New (old) from qajaq writers - qajaq Aviisii 6 

 

Another QU is over and we will summarize last week's hojddepunkter. 

In the men's 20-34 group in kayaks over / iligiikkarluni led Erik Amondsen 

consistently. On the other overbaringssted made waves on the beach is hard to put 

to sea again. Several participants could not get their akuilissaq quickly enough so 

that the water splashed into - so the only thing there was to do was to get out again 

empty qajaqen of water, and try again. 

 

The women use a shorter route which did not include the beach as overbaringssted, 

Malina Amondsen led, and held it to the finish line. In each of the races seen a 

pattern where Jens Peter Jeremiassen often lay behind Erik, and either Sorine or 

Karla Reimer was behind Malina. 

 

The uncompleted rebovelser from Tuesday were completed Friday evening, and 

more accessible to the water. 

Tuesday's place was by the lake in the center of town, where they were held in 

2011, but this year was the uprights placed them previously by only three meters 

apart, prompting some to complain that the rules say that the distance should be 

greater.  

So on Friday became the ropes stretched between containers that happen stood 



with the required 6 meters, which allowed the men's category to be held "fully 

lawful" and in accordance with the rules. 

 

Erik Amondsen, with a personal allunaariaqattaarneqrekord over 400 in 2004, did 

this time 309, certainly a respectable score but not enough to get Gold Medal this 

time. It was Ulloriaq Davidsen, who I his first year in the 20-34-year-old, who beat 

Erik 60 points.  

We expect to see Ulloriaq become better and better in time. 

 

Karen Marie Jensen, with 189 points continues its position the top of the women's 

rebovelser after a two-year break.  

Malina Amondsen finished fourth, behind Sorine Reimer (146) and Pia Jensen 

(113). 

 

In terms rolled jaffet Davidsen to 217 points, leaving Erik Amondsen at 159.5 and 

Jens Peter Jeremiassen with 111th  

 

In terms of teams, beat Nuuk trio Erik Amondsen, Pavia Tobiassen and Kristian 

Josefsen with 77 points Ilulissat 'Jens Peter Jeremiassen, Abel Jakobsen, and Jens 

Jensen who had 48.5 points. 

 



Malina M. Amondsen had 135 points on the road to becoming qajartullammaq - 

year qajaqkvinde, far ahead Sorine Reimer had 100. In fact, she could because the 

difference was greater than 21 points, actually completely have failed to get one of 

its first places - or abstain - and still won the title! 

Brother Erik, on the other hand, ended much closer to Jens Peter Jeremiassen when 

pointsne were counted: 149 versus 141.  

A closer look at the disciplines, we discover that Jeremiassens team in team terms 

was 48.5 points - just 1.5 points from qualifying and therefore instead got nothing 

to hold terms. 

Had they managed just a single turn more - and thus qualified - would the second 

place giving them each 18 points, which easily had placed Jens Peter in front of 

Erik - and thus made HAM qajartullammaq !! 

 

Thus, the Erik Amondsen at the ceremony awarded the title of Arrets qajaq-man, 

while Jens Peter Jeremiassen in second place and jaffet Davidsen on the third - and 

Malina Amondsen year qajaq-woman, with Sorine Reimer and Pia Jensen then. 

The equally 5Ulloriaq Davidsen In a peaceful moment before Relay coveted team 

trophy was won by Ilulissat - if the next year wins it again for the third year in a 

row, they must keep it forever !! 

 

Several people were honored: Alibak Augustussen who have spent many years 



starting and running qajaqklubber in Maniitsoq and Sisimiut and Kaleeraq Bech 

and his wife Lone, who started Qajaq Sisimiut 1985. In 1999 and 2000,  

Kaleeraq a major role in helping to create QajaqUSA, the US Department of 

Qaannat Kattiffiat, and last year was Kaleeraq honored by Qajaq Sisimiut for his 

many years of service and dedication. 

 

 

Qajaq Nuuk recurs 

 

For ages were Qajaq Nuuk, Qajaq Sisimiut and Ilulissat Qajaq among the major 

and most successful cities in the championships, sent the largest team, dominated 

the team trophy lists and supplied many of the strongest rowers to struggle to be 

qajartullammaq.  

Qajaq Qaqortoq and Qajaq Paamiut has also had a strong participation,  

but since Qajaq Paamiut in hibernation and one of their strongest rowers,  

Marie Kristine Samuelsen, has moved to Nuuk - and participated this year for that 

team, too. 

Of the top three teams, Nuuk's presence to QU fell verraskende to nothing the last 

3-4 years, a big reason for the decline in the VERALL participants the year.  

So the arrival this year, with only 10 members, including three members we have 

not seen before: Marie Heilmann Josefsen, Aputsiaq Petersen, and Ujarneq 



Tobiassen ;, Nuuk had no great expectations besides another step towards 

rebuilding the club holding the next year. 

But as the week's events took off, they were swept away when they discovered that 

the titles as qajartullammat was indnefor reach. 

 

 

How to outweigh Maligiaq 

 

In the old days was a catch defined by how many seals he could catch: to draw 5 

or 6 seals - or a walrus - spoke for itself. 

In our day, we ester creators in Qajaq.  

In Qaannat Kattuffiat 30 year history has only Maligiaq Padilla won the title more 

than 3 times - he is not less than 9 times - truly a great achievement. 

But the point of keeping QU has always been to pass on the knowledge and respect 

of the properties and techniques that belong to qajaq.  

In the clubs, we have mothers, fathers and their children in many different ages 

participating year after year. How should it be. 

What better way to pass Qajaq than to his own daughter or son wins this year's 

title? 

And what could be bigger than having both titles won in his own family in the 

same year !? 



So we think that this year's real winner is Jenseeraq Amondsen! He is probably the 

happiest, proudest man today in Sisimiut. From the earliest years up to 2011 has 

been Jenseeraq chairman, vice chairman, treasurer - and many other things we can 

not remember - for Qaannat Kattuffiat.  

He has given uncountable hours and resources. 

If you liked the story angles on our prevented competition coverage, when we 

quote previous records as a participant set or what year a person has participated 

or been ravarende, you should know that the information would NOT KSISTERE 

without Jenseeraq determination to build and maintain Qaannat Kattuffiat archives. 

If he had not been provided to store thousands of documents now, these archives,  

we would today only could guess the names and scores of years back. 

Qajaq-properties, in particular rebovelser and phrases developed over time by any 

performing a hard thing, and then some others did even better, in a more difficult 

way.  

If anyone should turn Maligiaqs record with 9 win titles it will take them a long 

time. 

But Jenseeraq has set the standard even higher: to teach children the tradition of 

qajaq, and then watch them both win the title as the best qajaq beets in the same 

year - exactly 30 anniversary of qajaq's resurrection in its home country !! 

Maligiaq and his wife Elizabeth now has a daughter and a son - it will take them 

15 years to reach Jenseeraq farm, can it be done? 



 

 

Next year: Nuuk 2016 

 

For those abroad who are interested in qajaq - or perhaps plastic kayaks - 

fokusereres most often at Maligiaq: he has won or been with - and this news was 

first circulated around several weeks after QUS held. 

We have tried to give you the daily stories as they happened, along with some of 

the lesser known faces and names that also are part of it all. 

But this is our first attempt and we ran into various problems such as an exhausting 

workload, logististiske problems, organizational problems and lack of sleep.  

Until today - or tomorrow - we will recuperate after an exhausting week,  

but it may well be that we will return when QU in Nuuk 2016th To know that there 

is interest in traditional Greenlandic qajaq around the world will certainly 

strengthen and unite us. 

We hope that with these 6 "qajaq aviisiit" has shown that qajaq Greenland has more 

than one name or one year's events: it is unity, cohesion, ataqatigiinneq. 

It is the pride of a continuing tradition, and it is the victory of a simple wooden 

frame covered with thin fabric, which to this day defies the hard Coast, foaming 

waves. 


